1. Introduction. In [6] J. Krai defined for each r>0 a function v° which for z e Rn and r = oo gives a measure of the generalized solid angle under which the boundary A of a bounded Borel set C is visible from z. For smooth A, vy(z) is the integral over the space of lines A passing through z of the number of points in 4nAn{x
: 0<|x: -z|<r}. This function is used to give geometric conditions on an open set C which ensure the existence of solutions to the Neumann boundary value problem in C. In particular, Krai shows that C has finite perimeter P(C) (a definition is in [6, 2.8] ) if and only if v^,(z) < co for z £ A.
On the other hand, vf is related to the formulas of integral geometry. We show in 4.5 that there exists an absolute constant y such that if P(C) < oo, then f v? dHn = yrP(C).
In the present paper we seek to extend the results of Krai relating the geometry of the boundary of C with properties of vl to analogous propositions concerning boundaries of k+l dimensional objects in Rn, 0<k<n. For smooth boundaries A the appropriate analogue of v%(z) is the integral V\z) over the space of / planes B containing z, k + l^n, of the k + l-n dimensional Hausdorff measure of An B~{z}. We use the slicing theory developed by H. Federer in [3] to extend Va to the case where A is a k dimensional flat chain T. (If S is the « current obtained by integration over C, then 8S is flat; P(C) equals the mass M(8S) of 8S, and Vss = vcL. Rectifiable currents are flat.)
In §5 we derive for VT generalizations of the properties of vl obtained by Krai in [6, § §1,2] . We also obtain an absolute continuity result for F which extends [5, 8.5] .
In §6 we show that M(8S) < oo if VdS(z) < co for sufficiently many points z e Rn. Combining this with results in §5 we obtain the extension of Krai's characterization of sets of finite perimeter: M(8S) < oo if and only if VdS(z) < oo for z $ spt 8S. From this we obtain our characterization of integral currents by recalling from [5, 8.14] that if S is rectifiable and M(8S) < oo, then S is an integral current. Now suppose S is rectifiable and 8S=T+ U with M(L)<oo. In [3, 2. 2] Fédérer proved that if the support of U has Hausdorff measure zero in dimension k, then S is an integral current, thus extending [5, 8.14] . We further extend this in §6 by showing that S is an integral current if for sufficiently many z e Rn, (spt U) n B ~ {z} = 0 for almost all / planes B containing z.
Finally, we show in §7 that if L is obtained by integration over an oriented k dimensional submanifold Lof class 1 and zeT, then VT(z) <oo for k + l>n, and also for k + l=n if the tangent spaces of L satisfy a Holder condition. (For k = n-1 such surfaces are the Lyapunov surfaces of classical potential theory.) 2. Preliminaries. The purpose of this section is to fix basic notation and terminology. We readopt the notation and terminology of [1] and [5] .
Fix n> 1, and let k<n and l<n be positive integers such that k + l^n. Denote Set I=SO (n) n {g : g(o) = o}; I has dimension /¿=i(w -l)(n -2). Assign a biinvariant metric to SO (n) so that ?r#(g) is an orthogonal projection for g e SO («). Orient SO (n) and denote by <o the unit positively oriented m form on SO (n).
e e SO (n) is the identity map of Rn. Denote L = SO (it) n fe : ¿T V) 6 L} = g(L0) = »"Hfl)-1.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in particular, Fx is connected for /> 1. Furthermore, Hm + '-n(Fx) = Hm + l-"(F) = H'WH'-^S'-1) n i»« /<*(/).
Whenever zea" define rz(y)= \z-y\ for each y e Rn; set rQ = r. We also define P,: Ä" ~ {z} -» S-S p2(x) = (x-z)/|x-z| ;
set Po = pRn x SO («) acts on Rn as the group of orientation preserving isometries of Rn through association of (z, g) e Rnx SO («) with the isometry, also denoted by (z, g), which maps x to z+g(x). If Fe Ek(R"), we denote (?,g) §T= z+g#T.
If t>e A* (*"), w e A¡ (Ä"), *y A *w#0, o> e Afc (Än), £ e A' (*")» define v n w = (-I)'!*« A *w|| _1 * (*u A *w) e /\t+1_" (Än) and wn{ = (-!)«*(«<» A *£), r = (A;+ /)(«+1).
Recalling the integralgeometric constants y(n, k, I) and y2(n, k, I) defined in [1, 2. 13], we also define 8(n,k,l) = y2(n-l, k, l-l)(k + l-n)la(l)(2k + l-n)-\ Let X be an open subset of Rn. Fk(X) is the closure of Nk(X) in Ek(X) with respect to the flat seminorm F [4, 4.1.12], which is complete relative to F. Elements of Fk(X) are called k dimensional flat chains. Rectifiable currents are clearly flat; consequently, since the restriction of Hn to a bounded, open subset of Rn corresponds to a rectifiable « current, the restriction of Hn to a bounded Borel subset of R" corresponds to a flat « current. Finally, we let Fk°%X) be the subset of Dk(X) consisting of all F such that T h ye Fk(X) for every y e D°(U).
Suppose zeRn and consider TeEk(Rn). We shall denote by Tz e Dk(Rn ~ {z}) the restriction of T to Dk(Rn~{z}). We recall from [4, 4.1.21 ] that if TeFk(Rn) and M(T)<co, then M(T,)= ||F||(Än~{z}) = M(F). = ex A • ■ ■ ac,_,, then v A w#0. Choose w so that <i>A w, co(e)}>0, and for /> 1 orient L so that w is positively oriented. If /= 1, then L has two components. Let a e SO (n) be such that o(eJ) = e1 for j<n-1, and <r(ey)= -e; for j=n-1, «. Right translation by a leaves L invariant and permutes the components of L; orient L so that w is positively oriented, and so that right translation by <x reverses orientation.
3.1. Lemma. <I> is the bundle space of a fibre bundle 3$ with fibre F, structure group I, projection p\® and base space Rn~{0}.
Proof. Let U be an open subset of Än~{0} such that on {/1={x/|x| : xeU} there is a cross-section av : ÍA ->-SO (n) for n. Define a coordinate function <pv: UxF^ $ by
it is easy to verify that the set of q>v provides <D with the desired bundle structure. 3.2. Remarks. One proceeds as in [1, §3] to define the lifting map
Lm: E*(Rn ~ {0}) n {L : M(T) < oo} -> E*(<&).
Inasmuch as Hm + '~n(F)^ 1, suitable modifications must be made in the assertions of [1, §3] concerning the properties of Lg. Furthermore, [1, 3.5] can be used to show that if U is an open subset of Rn ~{0} having compact closure, then there exists c such that F[L&(T)]ScF(T) whenever Le £*((/) and Af(L)<oo. One uses this and the F completeness of L+(0) to extend Lm to an F continuous linear map of F*(Rn~{0}) into L"(<I>); it is clear that [1, 3.3] remains valid. Moreover, since 8 is Lcontinuous, it follows from [1, 3.5(4)] that 8 ° Lg=La ° 8.
Whenever y e SO (n) we define
y4 is an isometry of $ onto $, and it is easy to verify that y4 induces a bundle map of Si onto ®, hence we conclude from [1, 3.3 and 3.5(2) ] that if Te Ek(Rn~{0}) and M(T) < oo, then
In case /= 1 we define S : 4> -> Rn x SO in), 2(x, g) = (x, go).
S is an isometry of $ onto $. Suppose TeEkiRn~{<j}), M(L) <oo, and spt L lies in a coordinate neighborhood 13 with associated coordinate function <pv: i7xF^-i> defined as in the proof of 3.1. Observing that 2Z°<pu = <pu <> iexo) and L&(T) = (pu(Tx F) by [1, 3.3] , we use [1, 3.3] 
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(ii) If<¡> is a bounded Baire k + l-nform on <I>, then
where t = (k + l-n)(m + l+ 1).
Proof. Using [1, 3.6(2) ] and a suitable partition of unity we see that we can assume spt F to lie in a coordinate neighborhood U with associated coordinate function <pu: Ux F-+ O defined as in the proof of 3.1. From [1, 3.5(5) ] we infer that, for ||Fá?(F)|| almost all (x, g) e <D, (1) Lm(T)-(x, g) = v^(x, gXx, g)[T-(x)] a Fx(x, g).
(i) Denoting the right member of our conclusion by A(«), we see that A = <Pu#(\\T\\ x II^ID-°n the other hand> (0 implies that
for ||L<g(r) || almost all (x, g) e O, hence by [1, 3.3 and 3.1] ,
(ii) We must show that for ||F#(F)|| almost all (x, g) e <P,
From [1, 3.5] it follows that for \\L®(T)\ almost all (x, g) e «D,
hence we can use the maps y9 (and 2 for /= 1) which were introduced in 3.2 to infer that we need only verify (2) for (x, g) such that x=|x|o, g#(B) = B, and (1) and (3) hold. [July We compute / = i(x, g) as follows: Choose the cross-section <ju used in defining <Pu so that Gu#(°) = transpose -n#(e).
Define Ion SO (n) by I(y) = y~1. Since Fx = {x}x F={x}xtt~1(B)-1, we have
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that for l^j^n -l,
Vj is clearly orthogonal to T(XyQ)iFx), hence ¡ie,) = Vj, 1 új un-1.
Finally, since T^Jq-^g) n <b) = (B u {0}) © {0}, /(«,) = ie,, 0) for n-/+l á j á n.
We next observe that
has the property *a A *L~* =0, hence use (1) to conclude
Finally, 3.6. Lemma. Let <p be a kfiorm on Rn and (x, g) e O. If
Proof. One uses [1, 4.2(2) ] to verify that the left member of our assertion is equal to (_l)m(n-0<y A £}(*,£), */>#(*?> A g-**»l>By(x,gy>.
In order to complete the proof we need only compute ■s = <w, (p#g~1#*4>B)(x,gy> for we /\n-¡[Tix_g)(Rnx{g})]. Denote by / the transpose of p §(x,g) and by w0 the orthogonal projection of / [*p#(x, g)(w)] on Tixg)[g(B)x{g}]. Then, identifying g(B) x {g} with g(B) and setting y=g~\x), we have fAg,y)(S>,g#\wo)) = Wo and by [1, 4.2(1) ],
all g e SO in), <S, a|0, g>ELy_m(<t>) is the slice of S by a| O over g as characterized in [4, §4.3] . 4.1. Definition. Suppose TeFk(Rn~{z}). Whenever CM-z + L),(7|<P,g>ELfc + ,_n(<D)
we define
where t = (k + l-n)(m + l+ l) + (k + l)(n + 1). 
[Tn (z+g#B)r(x) = T-(x) n g#L-.
(iii) //L /i an oriented proper submanifold of class 1, /Aen TTi (z+gB) = A u Z wAere /I /j an orientable, proper k + l-n submanifold of class 1 and Hk + 1~n(Z) = 0; if A is oriented according to (ii), then A = T n (z+g#L).
(4) Whenever q> e E{(Rn), i^k + l-n, and Tr\ (z+g#B) exists, then so does
Furthermore, ifTis normal, then T n (z+g#L) ¿s normal for Hm almost all g e SO (n).
Proof. (1) follows from [1, 3.5(3) 
If k = n-1, /= 1 and 5 corresponds to the restriction of Hn to a bounded Borel set C, then \VdS coincides with the function t>£, introduced in [6] . 4.5. Remark. If F is a rectifiable k current, then it follows from [5, 8.16 ], 4.2(3)(iii) and [1, 5.8 and 5.9 ] that for r>0 and Tz_r = Tr\{x : \x-z\ <r}, [ VT*.>(z) dHnz = y(n, k, l)a(l)r'M(T).
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If 5 is the « current corresponding to the restriction of Hn to a bounded open set C, and if M(8S) = P(C)<oo, then S is rectifiable, hence 8S is rectifiable by [5, 8.14] .
If 1=1, then ^F<as)2,r(z) is equal to v?(z) as defined in [6] , whence follows the integral geometric formula mentioned in §1. Proof. Suppose <p=f0p#q>o and l|L~*(x)|| = l. Observing that we can assume L"*(x) to lie in the orthogonal complement X of Rx, we apply [1, 6.2, 9.3 and 2.13 ] to obtain
Now suppose <p = ifxp!f9\) A dr and ||L~*(x)|| = 1. Observing that we can assume L~*(x) = wAx, where u lies in X, we again apply [1, 6.2] in A'to obtain our conclusion. -f Í hix,gy)dH»gdHm + <-"ix,y).
Lemma. Suppose h is a bounded
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Fix (x, y) e L* and denote y~\x)=y e B. Choose g0 so that g0(j)= |.v|o, g0#B = B, and set g* = yg0_1. Then for some gx e Ix we have gx=gr1g'x and f A(x, gy) dH"g = f hix, gg'xg0) dH»g Suppose <p=fioP#<p0. We apply 5. 1, 5.2, 3.4(i), 3.6, 3.4(ii) , [4, 4.3.2(1) ], 3.6 and [1, 2.5] to verify that
T n g#B(r»-V n g"1^) <//Ymg.
Jsi ;S0(n)
The proof for <p = (fip*<pi) A i/r is analogous. Proof. (1) It is clear that for each z^x e Rn, Z2(x) spans A" (*")■ Thus choose ifj¡ e S" i= 1,..., v = (£), such that i/>i(x),..., </rv(x) is a basis of A* (*")• Then 'Ai(j'), • • -, "AvijO are linearly independent for y in some neighborhood N of jc, hence 0i|JV,.. .,$v\N span Ek(N) over E°(N), and our conclusion follows with use of a suitable partition of unity.
(2) Fix xer?*~n. Then /\k (Rn) is spanned by £(*). In fact, if this were not true there would exist 0^w e /\k (Rn) such that for i=l,..., k+l, Proceeding as in (1) we conclude that for some neighborhood N of x, ~Z\N spans Ek(N) over E°(N), and our conclusion follows with use of a suitable partition of unity.
5.5. Definition. If zeRn, then Dk(z) is the linear subspace of Dk(Rn~{z}) consisting of sums of the form 'Z?=xfpî<pj with f e D°(Rn~{z}) = D°(z) and 9jeDk(Sn~1). (1) Ifrjtn/2 or s=£nj2, then #"[SO (n)]y2(n, n-r, n-s)\\v\\ \\w\\ í (r + S) f ||t, A g,w\\ dH"g.
Ifvorw is simple, then this is true for arbitrary r and s, and the factor (r %s) can be omitted.
(2) f ||t; A g#w\\ dHmg á /F"[SO (n)]y(n, n-r, n-s)\\v\\ \\w\\. JsO(n) If v and w are simple, then equality holds. If v is not simple and the smallest linear subspace L of Rn containing v has dimension X^r + s+l,or if an analogous condition holds for w, then the inequality is strict.
Proof. (1) Consider <p e /\r (Rn) and 0 e As (**) such that ||ç>|| ^ 1 and ||0|| ^ 1.
Then by [1, 6.2 and 9.3] Hm[SO (n)]y2(n, n-r, n-s)(v, 9><w, </-> ^ (r + J) f ||» A g#w\\ dHmg \ r I JsO(n) if r#«/2 or s^n/2, whence follows the first statement. If w is simple, let </> be the metric dual of w/\w\. Then (w, </>> = |w| and Hm[SO (n)]y2(n, n-r, n-s)<v, ç>>|w| á ( \\v A g#w\\ dHmg. JsO(n) (2) If v and w are simple, equality follows from [1, 5.6 and 5.9] . On the other hand, suppose v is not simple and use [5, 2.2] Therefore, /\ n 02 # 0 ; any 0 e Px n £?2 will satisfy (*).
In case Air+swe apply the result of the last paragraph with Rn replaced by L to obtain a simple ß0 e /\>.r (L) such that
Thus if ßx¥=0 is a simple r + s -X vector lying in the orthogonal complement of L, ß = ß0 a ßx will satisfy (*). In case X = r + s+ 1 we choose ß0 as above, choose a simple s vector ß and ß2e L such that ß0 = ß Aß2, and conclude that ||(a1 + a2) A J9|| = |(a1 + a2) A ß\ < \ax A ß\ + \a2 A ß\. One uses a procedure similar to the one used on [7, p. 54] (2) Suppose r>0 and T lies in the image of Ek(z + rSn~l) under the map induced by the inclusion of z + rSn~1 in Rn. Then la(l)y2(n-l, k, I-l)r'-nM(T) á VT(z) á l*(l)y(n-1, k, I-iy~nM(T).
Suppose M(T)<oo.
The second inequality becomes equality when T" is simple. If for x in a set of positive ||F|| measure it is true that T~*(x) is not simple and the smallest linear subspace of Rn containing *T"(x) has dimension not greater than 2n -k -l+l, then the second inequality is strict.
(3) Suppose l=n -k and T is rectifiable with k dimensional density Qk. Then
] on -1 ^í Js o-Ue) (4) Suppose l=n-k and M(T)<oo. Whenever z^xeRn and \\T~(x)\\ = l let t(x) be the orthogonal projection ofT"(x) on Tx(z+ \x -zlS"'1). Define
The second inequality becomes equality if pz §[T~(x)] is simple for ||F| almost all x e Rn~ {z}, in which case 7z = y(n-l,k,n-k-l).
(5) lfl=n -k, M(T)< co, andyz(x) is a continuous function of z for \\T\\ almost all x, then VT is lower semicontinuous.
Proof. We can assume z = 0. Choose / e D°(0), i=l,2,..., such that 0^/ á/2 ^ • • • ^ 1 and whenever K is a compact subset of Än ~ {0} there exists i for which/t|/i:=l.
If M(T)< oo, then the second inequality of (1) for g e Ixgx, 5.7 implies that
with the second inequality becoming equality if t(x) is simple. Moreover,
and if L is rectifiable we infer from 5.6 and [5, 8.16 ] that
where A is the union of a countable family of proper k dimensional submanifolds of class 1 of Rn and L"(x) is tangent to one of these submanifolds for ||L|| almost all x. (3) (4) now follows from 5.6 and (*).
In order to prove (5) it suffices to prove lower semicontinuity at 0. We can assume FT(0) > 0. Fix 0 < b < VT(0) and choose <p e Dk(0) with
Inasmuch as <pB = (-y, e)#<p 6 Dk(y) for y e R", lim yy(x)ryk(x)<py(x) = y0(x)r-k(x)<p (x) for ||FU almost all x e Rn, and ||yyr~k<py|| úM(r~k<p), we can use Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to conclude that
whence lim inf VT(y) ^ FT(0).
5.10. Remark. Suppose S is the restriction of Hn to a bounded Borel set C and <Po is the unit «-1 form on 5n_1 such that drAy>0 is positively oriented. Then for « e D°(z), dS(hpi<p0) is the double layer potential Wh(z) considered by Krai in [6] . In this case 5.3 (with T=8S) reduces to the formula derived in [6, 2.5] . Furthermore, if M(8S) = P(C)<oo, then 5.9(4) reduces to the formula given for v" in [6, 1.6] . 5.11. Corollary. Consider T e Fk(Rn). Consider (2). From [4, 4.1.20] it follows that Tn (z+g#B)=0 for Hm almost all g e SO («), hence FT(z) = 0, and therefore F=0 by 5.9(1). 5.12. Corollary. Suppose TeFk(Rn) , A<^Rn, and the hypothesis of either 5.10(1) or (2) is satisfied with "spt L" replaced by "(spt L) n A".
( 5.13. Remark. Theorem 6.6 in [1] is erroneous. However, the following is true:
Let X, G and Y be as in [I, §6] . Consider S e Nk(X) and T e Nt(X).
(1) Ifk>n/2orl>n/2, then fT-VTly2(n' K OMWMÍD =£ £ MiS n g#T) cP¥g.
If S" or T-is simple, then this is true for arbitrary k and I, and the factor (2Y-V ') ~1
can be omitted (2) j MiS n g#T) dYg í yin, k, I)MiS)M(T).
IfS" and T~* are simple, then equality holds. If for x in a set of positive || S || measure, S"ix) is not simple and the smallest linear subspace of TxiX) containing ^""(x) has dimension not greater than 2n -k -l+l, or if an analogous condition holds for T", then the inequality is strict. These statements follow from use of 5.7 in conjunction with [1, 5.5] . 5.14. Remark. We will now examine the relationship between the intersections defined in 4.1 and those defined in [1, §4] .
First note that the slicing theory in [4, §4.3] can be used to extend the intersection theory in [1, §4] to flat chains having finite mass.
Fix Te FkiRn), M(L)<oo, let U be a compact neighborhood of spt T, and use [4,4.1.23 ] to obtain polyhedral chains TlfTa,... lying in U such that Mfâ) á 2M(L) and L¡ -> T as / -> oo. Fix »i e D°iRn ~ U), M(Ux) ¿ 1, u2e D°[SO in)], M(w2)ál, and <f> e Dk + l~niRn). Denoting intersection in the sense of [1] by nl5 we use [1, 4.4(4) and 4.9] to conclude that whenever Lí>diam (Í7 u spt Ux), L ^i iz+g#B) = Tt r>! [z+g#iB n {x : |x| < R})]
for Hn x Hm almost all (z, g) £ (spt ux) x SO (n), hence by [1, 4.4(3) ] LOj iz+g#B) = THx [z+g#iB n {x : |x| < R})]
for Hn x Hm almost all (z, g) e (spt Ux) x SO (n). Therefore, by [1, 4.4(2)] A = Í rn, iz+g#B)i4,)uxiz)u2ig) dH»x Hmiz, g) < oo, jRnx SO(n) and Fubini's theorem applies to give A = í Í T^xiz+g#B)i4>)uxiz)u2ig)dHmgdH-z.
jRn JsO(n) By [1, 4.4(4) ] and 4.2(3) we have for Hn almost all zeRn~U, (-l) cTi n (z+g#B) = Tt r\x (z+g#B) for Hm almost all geSO(«), where c = n(k + l) + kl. We use [1, 4.4(3) , 4.4(2)]
and Fubini's theorem to infer that ( -iyJx -lim f f Ttn (z +g#B)(4,)ux(z)u2(g) dHmg dH«z.
i-<*> Ja" JsO(n) Now by 5.9(1) each of the inner integrals is not greater in absolute value than
hence by 4.2(2) we can apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to obtain (-IM »ff T n (z+g#B)(t)ux(z)u2(g) dH™g dHnz.
JRn JsO(n)
We therefore conclude that for Hn almost all z $ spt T,
for Hm almost all geSO («). as defined in [1, §4] with X=Sn~\ G=SO («). In order to show this, we infer from [4, 4.1.23], [1, 4.4(3) and (4)], and 4.2 (2) and (3) that it is only necessary to show that for xeB' and v e /\k [Tx(Sn'x)],
where n0 refers to use of the star operator in A* [^*0S'n"1)]. One verifies this directly from the definitions of the star operators.
6. Boundaries of flat chains of finite mass.
6.1. Lemma. Suppose SeFk + x(Rn), M(S)<<x>, and T, U e Ek(Rn) with 8S = T+ U, M(T) < co, and for some z e Rn, (spt U) n(z+gB) = 0 for Hm almost all g e SO (n). Then y\n-l, k, I-l)8Si9) ^ MiT)Mi9) for 9 e D\z), y2(n-1, k-1, /-\)8Si9) ^ MiT)Mi9) for 9 e Dk~\z) A drz, k + l > n.
Proof. Our proof was suggested by the proof of [3, 2.2] . We can assume z=0 $ (spt S) u (spt L). Using local coordinates for the bundle 38 in conjunction with a suitable partition of unity for Rn~{0}, one applies [1, 3.3] We apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and [1, 3.5(2) ] to obtain for (9)).
Verification of the inequality for <p e Dk~1(z) A drz, k + l>n, is analogous.
6.2. Theorem. Assume Se Fk + x(Rn), M(S)<co, and z e Rn.
(1) S(«, k, l)M(8S) < 4(J) Vds(z) sup 0-z| : xe spt 8S}n~l.
(2) Under the hypothesis of 6.1, S(«, k, l)M(8S) Ú 4^\la(l)M(T). where L"(/) = L(/ô). Thus fix 0 and observe that in evaluating the inner integral we can assume that Feit) = tex + <PÍt), where 99(f) involves only ek + x,..., en and 9/(0) = 0. It is a routine matter to verify with the help of the mean value theorem that for 0 < t < e, \F'e(t) A Fg(t)\ \Fe(t)\-2 g (l+o)t-2\<p(t)\+At"-' á [A + (l+o)(n-k)A]ta-\ whence Fr(0)<co.
